Abstract
Introduction
Sensor networks are multi-hop wireless networks formed by a large number of resource-constrained sensor nodes. Each sensor node typically generates a stream of data items that are readings obtained from the sensing devices on the node [1, 2] . The limitation of WSN node such as: memory, processing power, available energy, and wireless bandwidth have necessitated alternative computation and communication approaches than traditional methods for WSN under such constraints. Energy source of sensor nodes in WSN is usually powered by battery, which is undesirable even impossible to be recharged or replaced. Therefore, maximizing energy efficiency and prolonging networking lifetime are the major challenge in WSN [3, 4] .
Traditionally, all the data from different sensor nodes are transmitted to a central location (sink) where efficient and complex analysis takes place. Data processing is inefficient at a central location for such systems with energy and bandwidth limitation. In a densely deployed WSN, large amounts of data are generated at very high frequency. Transmission is known to be the largest consumer of energy in WSN. For the energy cost of transmitting 1kb over a distance of 100 meters, a general purpose processor with 100MIPS/W power could execute 3  million instructions, and the sensor node energy consumption is proportional to the nth power of transmission distance (2 4) n  . Transmitting all sensor data to a central location over limited bandwidth can exhaust a large amount of energy and result in short network lifetime. Hence performing in-network distributed data processing closer to the sources is an energy sufficient alternative.
In addition, sensor node is a spatial object; sensor data points usually have attributes in two domains (i.e., optimization domain and geography domain). Attributes in the optimization domain (respectively, the geography domain) are referred to as non-geometric (respectively, geometric) attributes. Sensing measurements are non-geometric attributes and the corresponding locations of sensors are geometric attributes. Although sensor nodes may geometrically scatter in a geometrical domain, they are possibly similar to each other in an optimization domain. Most existing clustering algorithms, the similarity measurement mainly takes the non-geometric attributes into consideration. However, in many real applications, the geometric attributes are what users are concerned about. That is, constraints are imposed on the clustering goal from both geometrical and optimization domains simultaneously. Such a clustering problem is called dual clustering [5] [6] [7] and is illustrated by Figure1. Motivated by the above, we present an efficient distributed dual cluster algorithm for data streams in sensor networks to reduce the total data transmission required without significantly affecting vital information and clustering results in which a cluster has not only high proximity in a geometrical domain, but also high similarity in a non-geometrical domain.
Related Work
Some related works have been elaborated on the dual clustering problem，In [5] , C.-R. Lin et al. proposed the first solution, ICC algorithm, for the problem of the dual cluster. Based on the techniques of SVM [8, 9] and complete-link [10] algorithms, algorithm ICC suffers from inefficiency due to the usage of the complete-link algorithm. In addition, their results heavily depend on the parameters of SVM. In [11] proposed more efficient algorithms for a dual clustering problem, However, the constraint in the geography domain is not clearly specified. In [7] , a dual clustering problem with a generalized connected constraint for spatial databases is proposed. The problem is that given the number of clusters and a distance threshold, objects whose distance in the geography domain is within a given threshold are grouped into a cluster and the average cost of clustering results in the optimization domain is minimized. In [6] , a dual cluster problem, based on the techniques of sub-graph problem to solve, suffers from inefficiency with a large number of sensor nodes. In addition, these dual clustering algorithms proposed in [5] [6] [7] 11] , are centralized algorithm that could not deal with the dual clustering problem in distributed databases.
There has also been a lot of recent work done on clustering analysis for sensor network. In [12] , given a set of data streams, the goal is to cluster objects with higher similarity in each non-overlapping window. In [13] , present distributed clustering of WSN data stream using SUBFCM algorithm to reduce the total data transmission. In [14] , distributed data mining appears to have the necessary features to apply clustering to streaming data produced on sensor networks. However, the works in [12] [13] [14] does not consider the spatial constraint among objects. Most works on clustering analysis for sensor networks actually concentrate on clustering the sensors by their geographical position [15] and connectivity, mainly for power management [16] and network routing purposes [17] . However, we are interested in clustering techniques for data produced by the sensors, instead.
Problem Description
The conventional spatial clustering problem is trying to partition the input data into several compact regions. The general clustering problem is trying to partition the data into several groups so that the data instances in a group are similar to one another. Though being similar to each other, these two cluster problems differ in a subtle aspect. In the geography domain, we require each cluster to form a compact region. However, in the optimization domain, we try to keep data points in a cluster as similar to each other as possible. The dual cluster problem we studied in this paper is to conduct the general clustering in the optimization domain and the spatial clustering in the geography domain.
where is space G in the geography domain, is space O in the optimization domain.
The distance between i v and j v in location attributes is defined as 
where O j cent is the center of cluster j c in non-geometric attribute.
Problem of Dual Clustering:
GivenVS  , where each node consists of several attributes of two domains, geometric domain and optimization domain, the dual clustering problem is the process to partition V into several groups such that (1) sensor nodes in the same cluster satisfy location-connected, and (2) sensor nodes in the same cluster are similar (minimizing the clustering cost function).
DDCG (Distributed Dual Cluster Algorithm Based on Grid) Algorithms
In DDCG Algorithm, hierarchical topology [2] is used to organize nodes in self-organizing grouped structure. The DDCG algorithm consists of three parts (1) Group heads receive sensor data objects from each member and save the data into their buffer for clustering using DCG Algorithm. (2) The group heads obtain the local structure within their regions upon executing the DCG Algorithm. 
Local cluster (Dual Cluster Algorithm Based on Grid-DCG Algorithm)
Grid cell division: Grid cell division is quite important for DCG algorithm; it affects the efficiency of the DCG algorithm and clustering results.
(1) Grid cell division: The entire grid region is divided into a number of the grid cells according to geometric attribute, non-geometric attribute and transmission radius of the sensor node such that①any two sensor nodes in the same grid cells are directly location-connected and similar, and ②any two sensor nodes in adjacent grid cells are directly location-connected [18] . (2) Sensor node data mapped to the corresponding grid cell: suppose the sensor node known throughout the monitoring region of information and its related information, the node knew that which grid cell it belong to by calculating. where cid is label of cluster, sid is identifies of search, object is the set of sensor nodes in i U . According to the definition of grid cell division, nodes within a grid cell belong to the same cluster.
Grid cell merge (clustering):
Grid cell merge is the core of the DCG algorithm, directly affects the quality of the cluster. Cell object . These sensor nodes, merged into a connected region w , belong to the same cluster, for they are similar and location-connected.
The following, an example of 2-dimensional data to illustrate DCG algorithm of clustering process Cell and 1 w aren't Interlinked, however, the node 91 v in the 9 Cell and 1 w are interlinked, so 91 v will be added to any grid cell of the 1 w , and remove from 9 . Cell object . ③ Looking for grid cell whose sid is equal to zero in   Cell is selected. Looking for non-empty cell adjacent with 6 Cell , 7 10 Cell and Cell are selected , then 6 .1 Cell sid  , other operations is similar to ②.
Repeat ② and ③ until no sensor node is added to 1 w , and 1 w as a cluster. The results of cluster shown in Figure 3. 
Feature extraction from local clusters
Upon executing the DCG algorithm the group heads obtain the local features within their regions and send them to the sink, which can reduce communications costs. Proper features are able to depict the characteristics of the local clusters. In the case of dual clustering in distributed applications, a good feature should not only describe the distributed of objects in geometrical domains, but also their distribution in non-geometrical domains as well.
For the non-geometrical distribution of a cluster, the mean value of a cluster in non-geometric attribute can be used as representatives.
For the geometrical distribution of a cluster in location attribute, the approximate center of mass j p , being the smallest distance with the center of mass of a cluster in geometric attribute can be used as representatives. We calculate the center of mass of cluster according to [19] . 
Global clustering in the sink
After the representative points of local clusters are sent to the sink, we then check whether it is possible to merge two or more local clusters to form global lusters. We use DCG algorithm to cluster again. DDCG clustering algorithm is a distributed clustering algorithm, which reduces single hop communication distance of sensor node. Sensor nodes capture the environmental observation, and each sensor node transmits the data objects to its group head periodically. Group heads receive data objects from each member and execute the DCG algorithm. The group heads obtain the feature of local cluster and transmit only it to the sink, which Reduces traffic between sensor nodes. Energy consumption of the WSN is reduced by executing the DDCG clustering algorithm.
DDCG algorithm detailed flow

Experimental studies
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to assess the performance of the DCG algorithm. The experiments use to generate synthetic data is the same as that used in [5] . There are two attributes in the geographic domain and another two attributes in the optimization domain. The number of nodes is 1000. In Section 5.1, we show the clustering effectiveness of the DCG algorithm with visualization of outputs. We also explore the impact of parameter in Section 5.2.
Experiment 1 Effectiveness
In this experiment, we apply algorithm DCG to a complex data set in Figure 5 , and demonstrate that our methods can achieve fine clustering quality with the visualization of the results in both the geographic space G and the optimization space O. The result of execute our DCG algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The detail information of the clusters found is also shown in table1. We apply K-mean clustering algorithm to the synthetic data set, and the clustering result is shown in Figure 7 . Note that the generated clusters in synthetic data set are heavily overlapped in the geographic space G. The DCG cluster algorithm still produce connective and non-overlapped clusters in the geographic space G while gathering up similar data points in the optimization space O with best efforts. In Figure 7 , we can see that K-mean could not get desirable clusters. In Figure 7 (a), clusters generated by K-mean could not form compact regions in the geographic space G, while DCG generates three clusters compactly spreading in the geographic space G in Figure 6 (a). 
Experiment 2 parameters on the influence of the DCG algorithm Data set size on the influence of DCG algorithm
The execution time of the DCG algorithm against different data set sizes are shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that the DCG algorithm scales approximately linear with the size of the input data set. This is consistent with the characteristics of grid -based clustering algorithm. We compare in this experiment the execution efficiency of ICC algorithm, BINGO-OFF algorithm and our methods. The execution time of these methods against different size of data sets is shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen that both of our methods execute more efficiently than ICC algorithm and BINGO-OFF algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulate a dual clustering problem for Sensor Streams, in which objects are partitioned into disjoint clusters such that (1) sensor nodes in the same cluster satisfy the location-connected, and (2) sensor nodes in the same cluster are similar. We propose DCG algorithm to deal with the dual clustering problem.
In view of energy limited characteristic of WSN, we propose distributed clustering algorithm DDCG. DDCG, which consists local clustering and global clustering, first uses local clustering on the group heads, and then extracts proper features from the created local clusters. These features are then sent to the sink where two or more clusters are merged into a global cluster. The experimental results show that DDCG can solve the dual clustering problem effectively and reduce energy consumption of WSN. 
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